Agricultural/Industrial Utility Vehicle Check list
RSA's 259:2-a, 282:4, 265:160
To be completed by the Registrant Circle one
AGRISUV (must be used in accordance with 21:34-a (law attached) and meet all
requirements below or
INDLSUV (must be used in accordance with 259:49-a (law attached) and meet all
requirements below
Yes

No

Definition RSA 259:2-a
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

4 or 6 wheels
Equipped in Accordance with 261:41-a III -law attached
Internal combustion or electric motor or both, excluding a tractor
Load capacity of 1500 pounds or less
Capability of carrying 6 occupants or less
Limited to ways or portions of ways where such vehicles are allowed and having
posted speed limits of 40 miles/hr. or less
7. Used for agricultural, farming (RSA 21:34 a) or light industrial (see definitions)
8. used within a 10 mi radius from an entrance to land used by the farm OR a 2 mi
radius from the entrance to the light industrial complex or construction site and
subject to any other special conditions established by the government authority
controlling the way

Yes

No

Inspection/Equipment Required RSA 282:4
Shall be equipped with the provisions of 215-A:14
a)at least one, but not more than 2 headlights, all in working order when operating at any
time from ½ hr before sunset to ½ hr after sunrise
b) One or more rear taillights, all in working order when operating at any time from ½ hr
before sunset to ½ hr after sunrise
c)Adequate brakes in good working order sufficient to control the vehicle at all times, the
brakes must be capable of stopping the vehicle within 40’ at 20 mph or locking the wheels
or track to a standstill
d) The current registration decal affixed to the OHRV as required by this chapter if it is dual
registered. (if applicable)
e) Mufflers and exhaust system which comply to the requirements of RSA 215-A:12
One red reflex reflector on the left rear if operated during the hours of darkness
An interior or exterior mirror
Seatbelts installed at each designated seating position if so originally equipped
An intact windshield if originally so equipped
Tires inflated to cold inflation pressure not more than the maximum permissible pressure
molded on the sidewall
Vehicle shall be equipped with a slow moving vehicle emblem to the rear
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A VIN that conforms to federal requirements (17 digits)- if not 17 digits registrant
must bring completed checklist to a salvage location to purchase a NH issued VIN
for $30.00-Vin Verification form TDMV 19A required
Use of
Plates

RSA 265:160
Posted speed limit of 40 mph or less
The route or crossing being used is open to such vehicles and at such times and under any other
special operating conditions established by the government authority having control of the way
Shall hold a valid driver’s license Persons with a suspended or revoked operating privilege shall
not operate a utility vehicle, including an off highway recreational vehicle across a way.

By signing below I certify that I have completed the checklist and understand the laws and rules as described

Signature of Registrant ____________________________________Date _________________
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